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THE SOURCES
The history of the discovery and-understandingof the Saami
peoples can be divided into three periods. The-earliestrecord
The main sources of information follow, in chronological
goes backto Tacitus, who in hisGermania describes the Fenni
order.
as savages, since they had neither weapons norhorses, dressed
Ottar (Ohthere) was a rich-Norwegian landowner,.bailiff,
in animal skins, slept on the ground, and used bone weapon
and teacher during the reignof the Viking King HaraldHaartips for hunting because of their ignoranceof iron. About A.D.
fager (Pairhair), at the end of the ninth century. In the course
150 Rolemy wrote of the Phinn0.i.Notuntilthe
Debello
of a businessvisitto
England, Ottar related to Alfredof
gothico of Prokopius, towards A.D. 550, were they called
“Skrithiphinoi”, an allusion to their ability toslide on wooden Wessex . (king from 87 1-901) the story of a voyage he had
made to.Helgeland, in the north of.his homeland. During this
planks; in the De origine artihus Getarum of Jordanes, a contemporary of Prokopius, they are referred to as Screre,fennae voyage he rounded the Kola peninsula to Duna. King Alfred
included 0m’s.account in his translation of Orosius, towards
and Sirdfenni. This prehistory of the Sammi peoples can be
said to end with theHistory of the Langobards by .Paulus Dia- 890. The Anglo-Samn.text, with an English translation, was
conus (Varnefrid) about AD. 780, which adds.to the previous published in.a modern -edition by Joseph Bosworth (1855).
knowledge of the Scritobini or Scritovinni the information that ‘Ottar’s account is full of information on the Saami way of
they used reindeer (though not named thusexplicitly) and that
life and their contacts .with farmers in a0rther.n Nor.way . For
they lived in a country of the midnight sun in summer and of
example, the Saami, aboveallfishermenand
hunters, had
developed the domestic breedingof reindeer (and used decoy
endless darkness in winter.
The .latest .period of discovery began inthe eighteenth cen- reindeer, among other means, to capture wild reindeer). The
Saami further noah were semi-nomads:. they fished at sea in
tury, through scholars in various disciplines, andthrough
summer and hunted in winter. Vikings such as Ottar owned
countless travellers passing through more for recreation than
reindeer which they gave to the Saami ta care for. The Saami
for reasons of serious exploration..
Between these twophases, there was a long transition period paidtheVikingstaxes
in kind, .in theform of skins, bird
beginning with Ottar.’s .account of -his journey inLappland
feathers, walrus teeth, whalebone, and ropes made
from whale
(dated at the end of the ninth century, about 890), and ending and seal skins. Though, according to Ottar, the-Saamidid not
at .the turn of the seventeenth intothe eighteenth century with practice agriculture, in theregionsouth of Tromsd, where
the first scientific works of learned men such as Schefferus
.agriculture is practicable, we find a complete Saami-dialect
(162 1- 1678) and. of missionaries such as von Westen (1682agricultural .terminologyborrowedfromtheNorwegians,
1727). The .latter were certainly more driven by the demands
from well before Ottar’s time. While it is probably true that
of administrationand evangelism, but their investigations, raising of reindeer .was only done by the Saami, it would be
while not always directly fired by a zeal for pure knowledge,
wrong to assume that this was their. only’activity.
show a concern for accuracy and a critical appreciation from
Canon Adam of Bremen, after a visit,to: the court s f King
which can be drawn the indispensable foundations of ethnologSvein Estridson of Denmark between 1073 and 1076 wrote a
ical observation.
Descriptio Insularum Aquilonis (republished in 1846 by B.H.
In the eight centuries .between Ottar and von Westen +ere
Pertz). A chapter in his book concerns the “Skritefini” who,
were many people whose calling led them, through journeys
he claims, moved faster than wild animals.
they undertook themselves or initiated for others, to reveal
The Historia Nonvegiue ( 1 180-1 190) undoubtedly written
gradually the Saami society .oftheir time. Their accounts are -by,aScandinavian, was discovered in Scotland about 1840 by
precious today.even if looked.at through the biased spectrum
P.A. Munch.’ It comprises some pages onSaami customs,
of their prejudices. It is impossible to discuss all .the Western
describing them as nomads living in ,birchbark tents, (tugurea
discoveries.about the Saami. within theiconfines of this paper.
cortices), the families moving from place
to place on reindeer
Its aim, after listing the main sources available, is to weigh up or skisiand as subjectsof the Kings.of Norway.The.text ends
the main points of interest and point out where these sources
with what is unquestionably the oldest explicit account .of .a
can add to our :knowledge of .the Saami people and the major remarkable shaman shnce, before concluding that the Saami
changes theyunderwentwhen“‘colonization”
or “civilizawere superior to the “Christians” at fishing.
tion’’ forced them into contact with the West.
Sax0 Grammaticus. At the beginningofthe.twelfth century,
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the Danish monk Saxo Grammaticus
in his Gestu Dunomm
(1514; see also Muller, 1839) echoed the
doubts as to the faith2
of the Saami kings and spoke of Finnmark as an independent
kingdom which, after being defeated by a Swedish chieftain,
had to pay tribute to him in the form ofa sleigh fullof furs for
each 12 subjects, Saxo Grammaticus was the first to write
about the moveable dwellings(vugu domus)of the Skridfinni,
and it appears that he was also the first to name their country
Lappia,3 a term which has been applied to it in literature ever
since, in spite of the objections of the Saami who have never
liked the name.
The Sugm of the Kings by Snorri Sturluson (1970) offer
some enlightenment on contacts between the Vikings and the
Saami. These sagas, written in the thirteenth .century, relate
events going back to
the tenth and eleventhcenturies. Thus we
learn that oneChristmas Eve at Hadeland, at least50 km north
of Oslo, after the table had been cleared, King Halvdan ordered a Saami to be seized and-tortured to make him confess
the secrets of sorcery; but with no result. The Saami, having
fled with the sonof the king, HaraldHaarfager, later informed
him of the deathof his father.and instructed him to do his duty
and return to rule his kingdom and the rest of Norway. In the
saga of Harald Haarfager it is said that Eric f0und.a beautiful
woman in the hut in Finnmark, who had come there from her
home in Helgeland to learn witchcraft from two Saami.
The Saami were then exposed tothe-first attempts at Christianization: gyvind refused to be converted because he be1ieved.thathe was a “spirit” which the Saami had embodiedin
human form to break the spell of his parents’ sterility (Uluv
Trygvessons s. , para 76). St. Olav himself had to fight against
bad weather brought aboutby Saami magic (Uluv den helliges
s. , para 9). There are also many sagas which mention Viking
expeditions flnnferd) of trade, pillage, or tax impositionto the
Saami regions, e.g., the expedition of Hirek, an influential
man from Hilogaland (Uluv den.helligess. 6: l a ) , and that.of
Tore Hund, who travelled for two. winters and broughtback,
among other things, jackets made. from reindeer skins which
Saami magic had made more invincible thanbreastplates. The
Sugu of Znge (para. 6 ) cites theSaamisupremacy in boatbuilding, though the origins of this art seem to lie within the
Scandinavian domain, when Sigurd. Slembe, the Pretender to
theNorwegian Crown, whohad takenrefuge at Hmndya,
called upon Saami skill to builds a boat .for 24 oarsmen, to be
sewn with animal sinews, made without nails, and unbeatable
for speed. These Saami builders must have been moreor less
integratedintotheNorwegian
culture andmust be distinguished from those who practiced magic. That
practice continued for a long time, and to such an extent that the numerous
“Christian” laws of the period4 even allowed for the seizure
of goods from those who made voyages the
withexpress intention of seeking Saamiprophecies.
The law-enforcement andjudicial-systems of this periodare
only now in the process of being examined and explained often in response to the demands of the Saami themselves.
Much additional information can
be .gleaned frompeace
treaties and ordinances suchas that of Tjalje (1323). This is a
Swedish document, written in Latin, with theobjective of
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smoothing over the problems brought about by the Swedish
colonization after the Peace of Noteborg. Itused the term
“Lapps”? “homines silvestres et vagos vulgariterdictos lappa”; and stated that no one had the right to trouble them any
more than the Birkarls who traded with them.
Cartographers and geographers should also beborne in
mind as a source of information. Among them should be mentioned Claudius Clavus or Nicolaus Niger, whose map of the
north6 - attached to a Latin manuscriptby Ptolemy, improved
at the request of the French Cardinal
G. Filiastrus, and finishedin1427 (Storm, 1889:125ff., 1891:43ff.) - mentions
the “wildloppeland”. Also in 1427, Behaim producedhis
globe. Somewhat later Ziegler (1532) published his Schondiu,
containing a map of the north7 produced with the help of oral
accounts provided at a meeting in Rome with four Scandinavians, amongwhomwerethelastCatholicArchbishopof
Trondheim, Eric,Walkendorf,8and the last Catholic Bishop of
Uppsala, JohannesMagnus, who gave Ziegler his notes on the
Schondiu .
The latter’s brother. Olaus Magnus (Gothus Lincopensis, as
he called himself; 1488-1557), who was with Johannesfor the
Council of 1538 in Venice, had also travelled in Sweden and
probably Norway. During visits to Dutch and German ports,
he had gathered information on the northerly regions where
he
had never been himself. Both OlausandJohannesMagnus
were guests of the Patriarch Hieronymus Quirirus, and it was
there that Olauswas inspired to bring.out his celebrated map of
theNordic regions, the “CartaMarina”, in1539.1° (This
map, published in Venice, was found in 1886 at the National
Library in Munich by Dr. 0. Brenner and should not be confused with the smaller maps such as the one in the Basle.edition of 1567 in Historia de gentibus septentrionulibus.) The
“Carta Marina”, drawn ostensibly for religious reasons (to
depict the regions which had just left the Catholic Church),
was also, in the eyes of its author, for the benefit of science,
for he attempted to improve themaps based on Ptolemy’scosmology.The “Lappia” and “Scricfinnia”, the “Biarmia”
and the “Botnia” are all placed well up north, together with
three illustrations of ethnographic interest (Fig. 1).
In 1555, 0. Magnus published, in Rome,his Historiade
gentibus septentrionibus comprising 22 books and 778 chapters, ofwhich465
are illustratedwithwood
engravings.
Magnus speaksof the Saami in several places, mixing his own
observations (for he had met some of them himself in 15 15;
see Magnus, 1555:II,IV) with the contemporary fantasies and
prejudices inherited from his predecessors. The ethnographer
can find much of interesthere. Skis and ski-poles (planis lignis
and baculum) are fully described, as arethe reindeer skins that
were fixed on the skis to preventtheir slipping back when going uphill. The illustrations show an ancient Saami.tradition:
the right ski- called savek except when it was covered with
a
skin (golos) - was shorter thantheleft
ski, whichwas
stronger and.had a grooved innersurface to support the weight
of the skier (Magnus, 1555:1,4). The ski-pole was very long
and had a pointed tip like that of the bear spears (Fig. 2).
0. Magnus also traced in.his work the geographical spread
of the Scricfinni and Lappones whowere, in fact, one and the
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FIG.2. Saami woman and her husband hunting on skis. Frkm the Historia c
Olaus Magnus (1555).

FIG.

I.

Finnmark, from the “Carta Marina” of Olaus Magnus (1539).

same. He determined theirareas of habitation and theirway of
life. He studied their marketsites, their economy, and, in particular, their barteringsystemswiththetrading
cum taxgathering Birkarls. Henotedthe importance of hunting and
fishing and all the benefits gained from reindeer
(e.g.. food,
transport, andclothing) (Magnus, 1555:IV,3,4,5,11; XI,37;
XVII,26-30). Nor did he neglect their beliefs. On the occasion
of a marriage, for example, the parents of the couple celebratedtheunionoftheirchildren
by strikingtwostones
together to produce sparks of fire, symbolizing the life within
each
sex
(also see Ziegler,1532:16-17).
According to
Magnus, the Saamimainly worshipped the sun, the moon, and
- probably because of its antler-like mandibles - the stagbeetle (...veluti upudAeg)pros, scurebei.. .).He described certain rituals in which a white reindeer, or the bones of forest
animals, whales, or fish, was sacrificed to the sun. A piece of
red tissue fixed to a rod was reputed to possess divine force,
being analogous to the animal blood which they smeared on
their sacred images to increase
their effectiveness. Magnus
was also acquainted with theecstatic powers of their sorcerers,
which made themappear dead during their trances. When they
awoke they could relate where they had been by showing
a
ring, a knife, or another objectwhich they had obtained during
their “journey”.

Magnus also referred to themagicwandoftheSaami
(iacula mgicu), later better knownunderthename
gad,
which had the power
to cause illness or even death. Even today
this wand is sometimes held responsible for some sharp and
suddenpains. Finally, he described, as had Zieglerbefore
him, the Saami’s power to harness the winds at sea by means
of three knots (Magnus, 1555:IX, 16). By undoing the first knot
they released a favourable wind, untying the second releaseda
stronger wind, and the third released an outright tempest.
During their lifetime, Olaus Magnus and his brother also
became friends with a Portuguese knight, Damianus a Goes,
whom they met in Danzig. The latter, a papal delegate, wrote
a letter to the Pope deploring the paganism of the Saami,” a
paganism he delighted all the more in blackening because the
religious influence in these regions wasin the hands of the
Reformed Church. He added to his report a description of
Lappland (“Lappiae Descriptio”), probably gleaned from O .
Magnus, and mentions St. Andrew’s Chapel in the region of
Torne%,a chapel which must have been in northern Sweden
since 1345, as hesaysthatArchbishopHemmingLaurenti
went there to baptize the Saamiand Fins. Further information
of the same period, particularly concerning Saami beliefs
about ghosts and thedead, can be found in Peucerus (1560).
Peder Claussdn Friis (1545-1614), a pastor who obtained
most of his information from the Helgeland
judge Jon Simonsson (1512-1575), also dwells on the wild and idolatrous nature
of the pagan sorcerers in his account of Norway (Friis, 1613,
1692; Storm, 1881). Accordingto Friis, nothing could prevent
their banging their magic drums in the tundra or renouncing
the Christian baptism of their children to give them back their
Saaminames.Henotes
that, aswellasthehalf-nomadic
coastal Saamiof the period, there had formed a group of more
settledsea-goingSaamiwhowereculturally
closer to the
Norwegian colonizers (Fig. 3). This was also remarked upon
by J.S. Stephanius (1629).
Among thetravellers drawn to Lappland by their faith wasa
Catholic priest from Norrkoping, Johan Ferdinand Korningh
(1626-1687). After studying in Prague and Rome, he worked
as a priest in the Order of Jesuits from1660 onwards. At
Torne%, Finland, enroute to his stayin Lappland, he met
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FIG.4.

Saami reindeer sledge. From J. Schefferus (1673).

lands in the guiseof Swedish and Danish-Norwegian evangelical missions. He recorded many sacrificial sites and described
at length a Saami shaman drum, and was interested in Saami
weddingandburial
customs. Lilienskiold’sknowledge of
FIG. 3. Map of Kildin Island (Kola): Saami huts and reindeer withsledge. From
Saami social organization and religious beliefs was based on
Van Linschoten (1594-95).
the ‘~ustirs-prorokoffer”,
i.e., the registers of the lawsuits in
which Saami were involved. This suggests an area for study
little touchedupon,but
Johannes Tornaeus, the senior minister of Lappmark, from and interpretationwhichhasbeen
which
could
reveal
many
interesting
facts
on the life-style of
whom he obtained most of his information. Father Korningh
the
Saami
and
the
way
they
were
caught
up in a system of
managed to persuade a Saami father to entrust to him his
thought
which,
in
a
judicial
sense,.
was
alien
to them.
13-year-old son, whowastobe
educated by theJesuits in
Along
similar
lines,
the
administrator
Niels
Knag (1938
Prague with a view to preparing him as a Catholic priest for
[
16941)
provided
a
wealth
of
local
detail
about
Saami
life along
theregion.Hewas
also very interested in Saamimedical
the
Varanger
coast.
For
example,
he
wrote
in
1
6
9
4
that they
remedies, someof which he took back to Prague andused, acpaid an annual taxof nine live reindeerto the localadministracording to his obituary notice.
tor for the right to erect a barrier across an isthmus to enable
Father Korningh’s work was a preliminary report intended
to be of use to his colleagues in the event of the re-establish- them to capture the reindeer. Adelaer (1938[ 16901) drew atment of Catholicism in the area. It touches on the geography, tention to the complaints madeby the sea-going Saami against
encroachments on their lands (Alta, Bonddya, and Lebesby)
the fauna, thepeopleandtheir
customs, linguistic elements
and local medicines(“Medeci sunt lapponesexcellentissimi”) by the mountain-dwelling Saami. The herds of the latter came
in summer to graze on the hunting and pasture lands of the
(Korningh,1956[1660]:55-54).
The physical anthropologybf this period has been addressed coastal Saami, thereby destroying the basis of their economic
by Conring (1606-1681), whoput forward a theory - later system and creating problems for their nomadic way of life,
tied to the reindeer.
takenupby
Schefferus - thatboththeSaamiandthe
The pastor andpoet Petter Dass(1647-1708)included a
Samoyeds originated from Asia (Conring, 1665).
The Speculum Boreule (Lilienskiold, 1942[1698]) written in chapter in hisbook (Erichsen, 1907:72-73)devotedto the
1698 by the chief administrator of Vadsd, Hans Lilienskiold “Lappene og Finnerne”, in which, amongother things, he re(Ca. 1650-1703), gives first-hand information on the state of counted the magical powers of the Saami that enabled them to
the Finnmark populationat the endof the seventeenthcentury. seek out robbers and bewitch them, usingin particular the
Included are descriptions of different methods of hunting rein- gund or “Devil’s scourge”.
The work ofSchefferus ( 1673)12 marksa turning pointin the
deer and other animals; of the semi-nomadic Saami seasonal
round of fishing in spring an summer and hunting in winter; history of the discoveryof the Saamiby its abundanceof inforof the decrease in numbers ofwild reindeer and its conse- mation and concern for accuracy. It was written at the request
quences - the domesticatio of reindeer (Fig. 4) in the old of the Count de la Gardie, Lord Chancellor of Sweden, who
Saami communities and the, development of distinct social felt the need for a complete work of reference on this people.
with
groups based on different rebources; of the conflicts brought TheSwedeswerecomingintomorefrequentcontact
Saami, due to their increasing agricultural, mineral, adabout by the different interelsts of the mountain and coastal
Saami.Lilienskiold
also reported on the “jïnneby”, the ministrative, and missionary activities in the process of colequivalent of the ‘‘sii’du ’’: the social, political, and domestic onization. Not only did Schefferus correct the errors of his
the written reports of the
organization of the Saami. From his descriptions it is possible predecessors, he also asked to be sent
to deduce how Saami society functioned internally. He ana- many ministers in Lappland: these reports dealt with both the
lyzed the influences of the Finnish introduction of agriculture spiritual state of thepopulation to be convertedand their
to Finnmark, and noted the rival claims of royalty
to Saami general culture. Schefferus’ treatise hasbecome a classic
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among ethnological monographs. He reviews everything aboutconverting the Saami people, serving asa model for Norway,
the Saami intheir natural environment fromtheir religion and
the situation was reversed in the eighteenth century; itwas
secret magic, their language
and their techniques of attainment
thenNorwegianswhotook
the initiative andprovidedthe
and consumption,their domestic and sociallife, to their sparesources of reference. This change canbe attributed to the Mistime activities and amusements.The work is too well knownto
sionaryCollegeandits
most striking figure, Thomas von
Westen(Hammond,1787;16Eskeland,1923;
Saeter, 1926;
be dwelt upon but it might be useful to recall some of the men
Steen, 1954), nicknamed “the apostle to the Lapps”, who was
whose work contributed to the compilation. The majority of
the leading spirit of the College from 1716 until his death in
these sources are concerned, naturally, withSwedishLappland. Most of the information has been gatheredtogether and
1727 (Fig. 5). Born in 1682 at Trondheim, leader of a pietist
published in the “Archives
des
tradition populaires
movement, the Pleiades, this pastor was completely dedicated
su&loises”.13
to the Seminarium Scholasticum, whose purpose was to train
The pastorPetriNiurenius(1580-1645),who
was estabministers for Lappland. He considered itof paramount imporlished in the region of Umei, was among the informants. He
tance that the conversion and teachingof the Saami should be
left a description of Lappland (Niurenius, 1905) whichwas
in their own tongue, so - at his own expense- he opened the
completed by hisson
Ericus Plantinus. His otherson,
Seminarium Domesticum, where young Saami teachers were
Zacharias Plantinus, added a small glossary14and published a
trained before going back to their regions to assist
the misSaami catechism translatedby Nicolaus Andreae, the pastorof
sionaries there.
Pitei, whowrotethe first bookpublished(in1619)inthe
Von Westen made three journeys - in 1716, 1718-19 and
Saami language, a collection of religious chants.
1723 - to Finnmarkand Nord-Troms, aswellas trips to
However,the main source of information for Schefferus
Trondelag and Nordland. During his second visithe collected
was undoubtedly Johannes Tornaeus (?-1681), wholivedin
about 70 magic drums, which he sent to the Missionary Colthe Tornei and Kemi region. Encouraged by Gustave Soop, he
lege in Copenhagen where, unfortunately, they were burnedin
published in about 1653 a Lapponiae et Lappomm Descriptio, the Waisenhuset fire of 1728.
also published under thetitle of Narratiumcula de Lapponibus,
While intensely eager to spread his religious beliefs to the
theoutline of a work to whichheadded
later (Tornaeus,
Saami, vonWestenwasnotblindtothefactthathiswork
could be hindered by the bad examples setby the Scandinavian
1900[ca. 16531). This pastor is known to have written a Manuale Lapponicum in 1648, in which the Gospels and Epistles
colonizers. At first, therefore, he triedtoridtheSaamiof
and some passages from the Old Testament were translated
habits that were harmfulto them. In particular, he repurchased
into the dialectof Tornei.
lands the Saami had sold for alcohol and returned them to the
The pastor Nicolaus Lundius(ca. 1650-ca. 1726), son of the
Saami. The pastors in Saami regions were instructedto forbid
first Saami pastor, supplied information (Lundius, 1905
the sale of alcohol, andhetried to cutoffthis trade from
[ 16741) on theUmei region. It was in 1674 while he wasa stuTrondheim. Althoughhedidnotfindthetimetowritethe
dentat U p p ~ a l a ’that
~ hewasaskedtowriteuphisnotes;
history of his mission, which he had promised to the King of
Schefferus knew about them, but clearly could not have used
Denmark andto the College, he left a certain numberof manuthem in his first edition of 1673.
scripts (vonWesten,1826[1717],1773[1723],1934a[1717],
In 1671 Samuel Rheen (?-1680) wrote his Relation (Rheen,
1934b[1717]), and he had the great gift of gathering around
1897[ 16711).His work is mainly about the area of Luleh and
him and leaving behind a band of colleagues whose work is
Jokkmokk where he waspastor. Although the work of another worth mentioning.
One of these was Isac Olsen (1680-1730), who began his
Saami pastor, OlausStephaniGraan(1618-1690),
was fincareer as a teacher in Finnmark and acted as an informant on
ished in 1672 for Magnus Gabriel de laGardie, it also was too
Saamipaganism at Vadsdto thepastorLudvigChristian
late for Schefferus’ first edition, which was already at press.
Paus” (1672-1742).ApparentlytheSaamieventhreatened
His work (Graan, 1899[1672]) gave details of the Pitei area;
him forrevealing their religious secrets. Afterhavingmet
he followed this with an alphabet and a translation of a short
Thomas von Westen during the course of the latter’s journey
catechism of Luther (1667). These are among the first literary
toFinnmark in 1716, OlsenfollowedhimtoTrondheim.
works in the Saami language and for this reason are a goldThere, he translated the catechism andprayers into Saami and
mine for linguists.
acted as reader in this language tofuture missionaries, among
Finally, another Swedish Saami minister, Gabriel Tuderus
whomwas Knut Leem, known for hisexpertworkonthe
(1638-1707), shouldbementionedfortheSwedish/Finnish
Saami (Leem, 1767, 1768), although the date of his work lies
frontier regionofKemi (Tuderus, 191Oa[1672-1679],191Ob
outside the rangeof this paper. As the title of his work(Olsen,
[ 1685-16861). He was known for his zeal in trying to banish
Saami idolatryand sorcery. We know that he burned the magic 1910’*)indicates, Olsen was interested mainly in the theology
and religious practices of the Saami of his time.
drums whenever he found them and that he did not hesitate to
JohanRandulf,another
pastor, wrotehis Manuscrit de
seal up the sacred entry to the Saami tents (boakio). He also
presided over a “Kiitddrreg”, the local form of justice, deNaerd in 1723. He lived at Naerd from 1718-1727. The inforrivedfromtheancient
judicial functions of the sii’da, the
mation for his Relation (Randulf,1903[1723])onSaami
paganism came either from his personal experience among the
Saami district or community.
Saami, from Thomas von Westen, who stayed with Randulf
Whereas in the seventeenth century Sweden took
the lead in
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the Swedish Saami with expulsion from Norway and the killing of their reindeer becausetheir behaviour was not up to his
standards). Jens Kildal played the same instigating role with
Forbus (inReuterskiold, 1910), minister of Neder TorneH, and
with knnart Sidenius(in Reuterskiold, 1910), pastorof
Jamtland.Sideniuscollaborated
withSimonKildal,
Jens’s
brother, to improve Forbus’s report (in Reuterskiold, 1910).
A great deal of informationcanbedrawnfromallthe
authors mentioned so far, but a critical and detailed examination of the minutiae of the reports is not the purpose of this
paper. The purpose is rather to give a broad outline of the
ethnologicalconclusionswhichcan
be drawn from these
sources for the period under investigation.
At the beginning of the Middle Ages the Saami were essentially a hunting, fishing, and foraging people (Fig. 6). They
kept a few domestic reindeer as draught animals and as lures
for wild reindeer hunting. Their way of life was closely linked
with the ecology of the Arctic, which imposed on thema seasonal semi-nomadism enabling them
to exploit all the available
resources of nature. These resources went far beyond the
livelihood based solely on the reindeer
to which the Saami
have been too often relegated.l9
In the eighteenth centurythere arose a distinct territorial and
economic differentiation, partly a natural consequence of the
pressure of colonization, which influenced thestructure of the
Saami sub-cultures. At the same time fiscal demands and the
rule of royal administrators andmissionariesdisruptedthe
traditionalsocialsystemsandtried
to diminish and absorb
them.
It isinteresting
to examine how thesesocialsystems
worked,throughthe
authority of the “sii ’da” or “sit”
(depending on eastern or western origin), native terms still in
use though the sense has changed. Each head of family - or
failing him, the oldest adult sonor, more rarely, the widow took part in the runningof the community througha deliberating council or “norruz”. Each council elected, for a one-year
term, a headman, leader, or president, the “ouivblma3” (in
eastern Lappland), who was responsible for carrying out any

FIG.6. Saami fishermen in a rowboat. From Lilienskiold, Speculum Boreule
(1698).
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to call for the final kill. The bear was
decisions taken. The length of his mandate meant that he was in on it had the right
eaten
at
a
general
banquet
with a slight religious element
as the
under the direct control of his electors. He
had one or two
Saami, like many arctic peoples, have a special reverence for
assistants (“ouiv’olmu’veukke”) tohelp him carryouthis
duties, whose other .function was to act
as liaison between the the natureof the bear.The best pieces of meat, particularly the
most succulent bits from the back, went automatically to the
headman and other community members, and later between
oldest hunters present; the women, because of certain taboos,
him and outside authorities. This system, well known in the
received only certain defined pieces; and after that the rest of
Kola region,whereitlastedlongerthan
in otherSaami
regions, was still in operation in 1691 in Finnmark where the the animal was shared out equally.
Fishing was also carried out for the benefit of the communsii ’du ofthesea-goingSaamiwasundertwoleaders,the
ity subjectto a fairly wide-ranging series of rules. Distinctions
‘Ifinnelensmann.” and his assistant the“chochsturus”.
The boundaries of each sit were delimited according to the were made among fishing in lakes, running water, and the sea,
geographical lay of the land, and strengthened
by users’ rights and the fishing system varied according t o the kind of fish
over several generations. There were also areas in common, caught. From all of this it is possible to deduce some idea of
the Saami conceptionof fishing rights. Lake fishing was done
withconstantlychangingborders,wheretheabsenceof
on a family basis. In general, each family - that is to say (in
natura1 boundaries made fixed boundaries impossible. Every
time a need arose for a provisional frontier, it was decided
the case of the Skolt Saami, from which most our
of informaupon and controlled. by two delegates from each community
tion comes), all the people related to the
head of the family returnedeachautumn
to theirtraditionalfishinggrounds.
concerned. This meeting of two neighbouring communities,
These grounds were not; however, their property. Male chilthe ‘‘Kueht ’mierr’norruz” , was held to discuss the requisite
delimitation not from the point of view of the strong rights
of dren usually inherited the use of the same grounds at their
each sit butinaspiritofgoodwill,seeking
to enlarge or father’s death, but this was only with the tacit consent of the
village communityand only then if there were no problems or
diminish a sit to the real benefit of each.
Since thesii ’da or sit had jurisdiction over the use of its ter- particular objections to it. Proof exists that from time to time
the traditional fishing grounds of one family were taken
away
ritory, it was natural that it made regulations over the economic life of its members- based from ancient times on fish- and given either to another family which had become more
numerous or to new arrivals.
ing, hunting, and reindeerbreeding.Thetenureofcertain
The norruz alone had the right to order the overall transfer
lands and waters had been, from the early times- at least until the modifications of colonization affected it
- conceded to of the use of a territory but, in practice, each family had the
individuals by the collective community, which, however, re- right to grant the use of their grounds to another member of the
community. For seine-fishing, which necessitated the use
of
mained the overall owner. The evidence for this comes from
an examinationof various dispositions taken
by the community several nets and the labour of many able-bodied men, some
council over the exploitationand social and ecological regula- families grouped together within the
sit to fish, but the sharing
tions of huntingand fishing.
of the catch seems to have remained a family matter.
For example, reindeer hunting necessitated the participation For a long time the Saamiknew nothing about salmon fishand cooperation of a large number of people, especially the
ing with a line, but netted the fish in the rivers.
The norruz
construction of “vuobman.” (an angled barrier) or “uggues”
often let out the salmon stretches on the rivers and used the
(a barrier surrounded by traps or snares), and when hunting on revenues to help pay the taxes of the members to the sii ’dd.
crusty snow.Not only did the preparation for the hunt need theSalmon-fishinggroundsatseawereinitiallydrawn
by lot,
efforts of more than one family; the results could not be dealt after .which there was an annual rotation of plots among the
with single-handedly either. The.fruits of the hunt belonged to variousfamiliesuntil.theoriginalpositionwasreached,
all the members of the community irrespective of whose lands whereupon there was a new draw. Nevertheless, for a long
were hunted. The gains of the hunt were shared in
outproportime the-entire proceeds were put into a common pool and
tion to the number of males overone year old in each partici- shared out between the families, not excluding the needy. The
pating family. All those who had been called
by the organizing poor, old, and sick were always assisted by their own comcommittee to take part
had a right to a share of the profits.The
munity. Many of these details lead to thoughts of an incipient
only people allowed to benefit without being physically preform of economic communism, even if there were only a few
sentweretheoldpeople,thosewithoutmeans,
or people
traces left by the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. It has
eitherpermanently or accidentallyhandicapped,whowere
been almost certainly established that individual families had
unable to provide for themselves. This recalls a judgment of
the right to the use of lands and stretches of water only with the
the tribunal at Sompio on 26 February 1704 on a Saami man
agreement of their central committee, which watched
over the
who had complained that he had not received. his share from equitable distribution of the profits coming
in. Intheeighthe hunt. The sii ’dd said he had not taken part in the hunt for
teenthcentury,certainhunting
or fishinggroundswere
several years, without a valid excuse.
granted outright to an individual or a family, but the impleThe hunt for bears, wolves, and other big game was organ- ments of fishing and hunting must initially have been collecized in the same way. Over a long period, the whole
sii ’du
tively shared, as was the distribution.
cooperated and each member had his particular role to play.
In addition to its political and territorial powers, thesit had
For example, he who located a bear’s lair and gradually closed
judicial powers. The norruz functioned as a court of justice,
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investigating and handing outjudgments according to a moral
semi-nomadism. Forced to .abandon .their few’domestic reincode, an outline of which can’be inferred from-reports and judeer, theSaami tried to -breed them, using&andinavian
dicial decisions in the Archives. There was a long .list of ofmethods. They also raised the art of boat-building to a high
fenses.. “A distinction was made between thefts committed by
level of craftsmanship. For many years they were much better
.day and those - more serious - committed:at night;and bethan their usurpers at whale and sea1:hunting and at making
tween theft in open and closed.places. The stealing of fish
garments out of skins. h a sense, the colonizers wewapprecifrom a net or of game froma snare outside the thief‘s own .ter- .ably dependent on the Saami untilthe eighteenth century.
ritory, and the receiving of stolen goods, were very severely
The small number of settlers at the beginning can be .expunished: not only did the. thief havet;, give back whatever he. plained by the hard life and unstableconditions, but in spite of
had stolen, but he also had to pay a.fine of double the worthof
this, they were responsible for changing the Saami economy
the objectstolen. On the other hand, the right to
judge criminal
between 1650 and 1750. In .an attemptto improve their standoffenses was .taken away .from the court eady on. For examard of living, having already helped to deplete the Saami’s
ple, in ,1517 the Grand Duke of Muscovy issued a decree takmaritime resources, theywent still further .and .diminished
ing away from the Saami under Russiancontrol the.right to in- their game resources.by systematically hunting wild.reindeer
flict the death sentence(which’wasonly applied to murderers,
with firearms in autumn and winter. The general scarcity of
who were normally tied to their victims and buriedalive .with reindeer which followed compelled the Saami of interior
the
to
develop the .art of breeding reindeer for purposes other than
them).
their.originial uses (as beasts of burden and decoys). In doing
For a long time the rare sessions of .the Swedish court of
justice were augmented by the “Kiitukdrreg”, the “tent law
this, they encroached on the traditional pastures of the coastal
court”, which could handdawn thesentence,ofdeath by hangSaami in summer, resulting in conflicts between the two
ing. This verdict was carried out by the “sii ’ & - i d ” , the
groups. Besides,the poorest. -people -in bothcommunities
equivalent of the ouiv’olmaJ.inthe eastern sit.
.became sedentary and gave ‘up breeding and hunting, just at
the moment when the domesticated reindeer were.takingover
It can be supposed that traditional life was much the same
everywhere, except in areas w.here ecologicalconditians were
grazing landsintended for sheep, .and thecare ofthe few reincompletely different. .In winter, the Saami .looked after ‘the deer they had left was handed over to the mountain Saami. At
herds of reindeer they kept for transport, and’hunted.In spring
the sametime, there was a scarcity of whales andseals because
they migrated to the. sea, lakes, or rivers, where they fished
of intensive hunting by the Scandinavians and the warmingof
the waters, so the coastal Saami withdrew tothe furthest ends.
until autumn. Then it was time
to round up the herdsof domestic reindeer and moveon .to4ish in other regions and begin the .of the fjords, wherethey lived. on a littlefishing, a little.
agriculture, and animal breeding. The mountain Saami, who
hunt for furred animals. Certainly there was nothing immutwere forced to settle down and adopt the wayof life of the
ably fixed about this hunting and fishing culture: the location
of a group’s territory - near the sea or far in the .interior - coastal Saami, quickly lost the use of .even .their own dialect.
These groups remained very poor and their lives were rough
must have given rise to some differences, but it was only with
and uncertain. Reportsfrom1638 show their difficulties in
theadvent of the colonizers thatmarkeddifferencesmade
paying their taxes in money {Fig. 7). Often they had to sell
themselves felt and eventually became more
rigid.
The first people.to-.beaffected were those who lived tilong
their capital, e.g., a few head of cattle or sheep. They also
received very little payment forthe salmon they caught. As for
the seacoast, where- easier communicationsandprolonged
thosewhobecamethe
“princes” of their country, the
contact with other cultures brought greater disruption. These
breeders, it wasonlyrelatively
late..that domesticreindeer
peoplewereknown
as sea-goingSaami,asopposedtothe
,becametheir main source of income: in the last half of thesixmountain Saami. Their wayof life was similar, though the
teenth century., hunting and fishing still constituted the basis
of
regions they lived in were different. However, although it. was
their revenue.20 During their annual migration they followed
natural for ,the sea-going Saami to. place more emphasis on
the few reindeer they kept as a means of transport but, up to
fLshing and the mountain Saami on hunting,there was nothing
the beginning of the seventeenth
century, sea fishing andhuntto stop the former from hunting reindeerin winter or the.latter
ing .wild. reindeerin the autumn were of prime importance.
.from fishing alongthe coast in .the summer.
The distinction ,between the Saami cattle-breeders of the
An example of. real immigration, as opposed to a seasonal
.mountains and those of.the forests is. indicated by the differestablishment along the coast; occurred in Norwegian Finnences in their methods of cattle-raising, which were subject to
mark. -The Norwegians camefor the fishing.and were even fiis quiteindepennancedby a “fishing company”. ‘Finnish.refugees also -ar- environmentalconditions.Thisdistinction
dent of the theory put forward to explain the origin .of the
rived, fleeing the advanceof the Mongol Khan Ugedei. At the
cattle-breeding. The nomadism of the mountain Saami seems
beginning of the eighteenthcentury, ,the Swedish wars (17 11,
to have originatedin watching over the herds of wild reindeer,
,1716-17, 1737-1749).addedtheir impact.to the streamof newwhilethe .hunters and trappers of the forests exercised a
comers. The Norwegian. immigrants mainly installed themstricter and more collective control of the game for its protecselves on the hunting grounds of the coastal Saami, particution. The spread-out and always less-domesticated
herds of the
larly along the coasts, and above all, on the islands, ihich
gave e n t i to the fjords. By doing this, they gradua1ly.pushed-, northern Saami came original1.y from ,the small herds of domesticated.reindeer kept in-ancienttimes for transport and as
the Saami farther and farther ,up the fjords, destroying their
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frontiers helped.to differentiate between the Saami peoples,
according to whose rule they came under. Earlyon, the impositionstowhichtheyweresubjectedwereasignofother
powers' interests in the resources of the region and the determination of these powers to keep their supremacy by slowing
any advance of their neighbours.. This explains why it was that
over a certain period the Saami owed allegiance to several
kingdoms at the- same time. From the ninth century,
as we
have seen with Ottar, the Norwegians made exploratoryjourneys in Lappland as far as Ter in the Kola peninsula. However, in the twelfth or thirteenth century the eastern Saami fell
fairlyquicklyunderthedominationoftheNovgorodmerchants, until the fall of that city
in 1478 after which they came
under Russian control. In spite of this, up to the beginning of
the fourteenth century, the Karelians were able to levy their
taxes in theseregions,whichlaterbecameNorrbotten
in
Sweden, and even spreadas far as the coasts of Norway from
their base in the White Sea. Nevertheless, the Swedish Crown
FIG, 7. Royal administrator andhis secretary collecting taxes from the Saami: a put an end to the Karelian expeditions during the thirteenth
source of dispute between rival states. From Lilienskiold, Speculum Boreule
century, especially after the peace of 1323, which determined
(1698).

decoys, and though they were relatively fewer
in number they
were more intensively farmed.21
Confirmation of this theory lies in the different attitudeS.of
the mountain and forestSaami toward the stealing of reindeer.
The mountain Saami had never.considered,this a very serious
offense, an attitude which probably came from a when
time the
herdbelongedtothecommunity,albeitsubject
to certain
rules. On the other hand, to the forest Saami, furthersouth, it
was a serious offense, since from the beginning the few reindeer they. had were individual property.
The mixed economy of the forest Saami explains why they
looked upon reindeer farming as a. secondary means of support, useful in: the event of a hunting failure and as
also
a complement to hunting, as the reindeer .were used for transport
and
as decoys. In some areas milk from domesticated.herds was
used, but these herds were always small. For example, at the
FIG. 8. Saami in winter clothing. From Lilienskiold, Speculum Bareule (1698).
beginning of the seventeenth century, the
Kemi region in Finnish Lappland had about 400,reindeer, about four per family.
Only in the western forest regions, where nomadic habits were
more common, did the Saami have larger numbers of reindeer.
Generally speaking, the Skolt Saami and those on the Kola
peninsularemainedthelongestclosetotheoriginalculture
(Figs. 8, 9) of the coastal and forest-dwelling Saami, while retainingcertaincharacteristics.oftheancienthuntingand
fishing culture. .That they were gradually set apart from the
others was partly a result of the changing frontiers, which
had
a greater effect here than.in
otherscandinaviw countries. The
changes were accentuatedby a different kindof administration
and a different religion, forTryphon had implanted the Greek.
Orthodox religion when he came to Petsjanga to expiate -his
past excesses. Hehad obtained, in,1556 and 1589, the concession of the region for his monasteries, a grant which was only
taken away in the time of Peter the Great.
Already in the seventeenth century the Saami east of Neiden FIG. 9. Saami man outside his tent; a.platform with stones, for. hay storage, in
(east Finnmark) were called oriental
or Nuorfafa%zt. Thus the background. From Lilienskiold, Speculum Boreule (1698).
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the frontier betweenRussiaandSwedenIFinnlandfromthe
Ule. Swedish, expansion only stopped at the beginning of the
‘sixteenthcentury with the peace
of Taysina, which fixed a new
frontier little different from .the actual RussianlFinnish border
of today.
When the Vikings of Novgorod subdued the Karelians; the
frontier was fixed between Russia and Norway at the peace of
1326, without either side .giving upitsmutual
tax and
.economicclaims.Itremainedpracticallyunchangeduntilit
was finally settled with thefrontier laws of the nineteenth century. Thus the Kola peninsula and part of Troms were subject
to a joint rule.
With the Karelians blocked, it was Finland’s turn to try to
make.an easy fortune. In 1595, Sweden officially took possession of the Kemi region and confirmed her presence
Tornio,
at
a zone whieh was strongly influenced by .the Pirkkalaiset or
.Birkarlar,,the huntsmen-traders. who receivedtribute from the
Saami. These Birkarlar extendedtheir range of influence as
far
as the Saamiof Varanger andof Nordland in Norway, already
imposed upon by the Danish Crown. This is why, at least in
.Sweden - where, bit by bit, the Swedish traders came to lend
a hand to the Birkarls ‘to the extent of being assimilated by
them, and in spite of royalsovereignty over thewhole of
Sweden - one can distinguish the Saami of the King (those
from Vbterbotten) from. those of Kemi, Tornio, Lulei, and
Pitei, who were considered theserfs of the Birkarls. With the
dissolution of the Union of Kalmar in 1523, the claims of all
the rival kingdoms reappeared. For example, though,the King
-of.Denmark-Norway forbade the Birkarls to levy .trade taxes
on the coastal Saami, Gustavus Vasa turned them into official
tax gatherers for the purpose of expanding Swedish territory.
One of his successors, Charles IX, hawever, had to give up
both his pretensionsto Swedish hegemony over Finnmark and
his expeditions to Petsamo and Kola, following the 1.611 war
against .Denmark-Norway (settledat the peace of Knaerdd in
1613).
It is clear from all this th t the Finnish-Scandinavian hold
7over this area, which had been unimportant.at the time of Ottar, had become a determining factor by the time of Thomas
von Westen. Thiswasnot only because of exploitation but
also
because the colonization
was anagent in the break-upof totally
different societies, as much on the material plane - for the
changed economy weakened social cohesion- as.on4he mental and psychological plane, In this
respect, from the viewpoint
of the discoverers with their preconceived .ideas, the Saami
were abominable pagans and sorcerers capable of corrupting
the one true faith of the colonizers.
Information on Saami religious beliefs is plentiful, and
especially valuable because of its antiquity compared to the
morerecentknowledgeabout
other arctic areas. Thuswe
knowthattheSaamiworshippedstones
or pieces of wood
called “seidi”, a throwback to an archaic animism in which
some inanimate objects were considered
to,harbour spirits and
hence to possess supernatural powers. High .mountains were
often considered sacred and ‘called “saivo”. “The reason for
this sacredness,” according to Naerd’s manuscript, ‘‘lies in
their guardian angel, which helps them in each undertaking.

The Lapps choose.oneor two of these mountain angelsas their
protective spirits,-whichthey call upon with theirjoi%[a chant
of shaman origin] whenever they do anything very important
like beating a,drum for soothsaying.” These mountain spirits
were also inmysticalcontact
with. spiritualbeingsinthe
underworld, more or less .linked with the realm of the dead.
Huntingandfishingdepended
on the position of the seidi,
which influenced the region round them.
So also dida.seriesof
other benefits such as health, luck, and cattle-rearing. This
cult may have had its origins in the more ancient .ancestorworship and reverence for the dead. -Each.village had its own
seidi; Tornaeus (1900[ca. 16531) entions that each family, or
.an individual, could possess their own seidi.’Their strength
depended on sacrifices offered tothem,mainlyunctions
of
blood andgrease, or gifts of wood or reindeer bone:Saami religion’as depicted by the missionaries had already become a
more personal faith, probably as a result of Finnish and Scandinavian pressure. .Ideas about their principal gods.were common .to all Saami, though they were more.explicit and developed in the west than in the east where outside influencewas
feebler. The gods of thunder, the sun, the moon, the wind, and
hunting, in their closeness andfamiliarity, must have struck an
innate chord morearctic and Saami than Scandinavian.
Shamanism and bear worship are equally well described if not interpreted - by the same authors. The worship of the
bear was, on the one hand, connected to theveneration in
which .the Saamiheld . most. of their animals: Lundius
(1905[1674]) speaksof a hunting taboo in which women were
never allowed to eat the hindquarters of any animal. On the
other hand, the bear was more specifically worshipped as a
result of the close connection .made between ,the bear and the
spirits of the dead. The bearwas after.al1,called saivo, sacred,
a word applied to the spirits .or souls of the dead; this was a
reflection of theprimevalbeliefthatmanyanimalswere
animal spirits, kindred to human spirits and indeed.identical
during a period of metamorphosis. Rheen (189?[1671]) and
Randulf (1903[1723]) described particularly ,well the established ritual for a hunt, from the findingof a bear to the return
-trip and announcementof its death to the women and children
in the vilIage at the ceremonial banquet.
As already mentioned, the oldest shaman
s h c e recorded is
in the Historia Norvegiae ofabout 1170, where a fight between two shamansin.a trance is. described. The combat takes
place through.the intermediary of their other spirits, a sort of
alter ego, and the shaman who takes the form of
a whale is
disembowelled by the other in the form of a stake in the sea.
The basis .for this belief rests on a dual concept of reality, on
the one hand corporeal and visible and on the .other spiritual
and invisible. The ability to leave the body at deathor during a
dream or, in the case of .the shaman, during a trance, was a
way of gaining power and knowledge. The mediatory
role and
effectiveness of the shaman can well be understood
if one considers the main tasks which fell on him:
.looking for lost or
stolen souls and handing them back to their rightful owners;
delivering a soulpossessed byan object or foreign spirit;
divining the past and future; unmasking thieves and finding
lost objects; andaccompanying souls. Hewasthehunting
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was close. Although such contact was often velvet-gloved, it
does not alter the fact that a colonial-type situation developed
very early on, forcing the indigenous people to change first
their economic and then their social structure; this,turn,
in led
to a strengthening of their internal heterogeneity. The implantation of religion completed the dismantling of an ancient and
traditional society.
Merchants, officials, and missionaries all actedin the interests of so-called higher powers, without always realizing that
their methods of civilization and government were sometimes
unsuited to the old Saami world. The end result was that from
the middle of the eightenth century, this world started to declineanddisintegrate:povertyincreased,thesocialsystem
and traditional beliefs weakened and disappeared, a tendency
to withdraw into themselves and distrust others increased,
and
while lip service was paid to the new religion and socio-politicalstructuresimposedonthem,thepeoplegainednothing
from them to replenish their vital resources. Only after the
religious revival of Laestadiusin the middle of the nineteenth
century and with the struggle for an ethnic identity at the end
of the twentieth century, is it possible to see these people of
northern Europe for what they are andwould like to become.
To acknowledge their aspirationsfor national identity requires
more than a simple change of words and calling them by the
indigenouswordtheythemselvesprefertobe
known by:
“Saami”.
NOTES

‘Republished by Storm: Monumenta Historica Norvegiae (Kristiania,
1880). The two last tracts are in “Den eldste Noregs-historia”,
translated from the Latinby H. Koht, and the supplement “MeldingFIG. io. Drum described in the Naerd manuscript (Randulf, 1723).
ane fra Noreg” by Adam of Bremen, in Der norske samlaget (Oslo,
1921).
magician, the charmer of animals, and on exceptional occa*The origins of the Saami faith go back to the E&, where it is said
sions, the sacrificial priest.
that Volund and his brothers were descendantsof a Saami chief finnakonungr).
We have fairly precise information about the Saami pantheon thanks to the drums usedby the shamans in their trance 3A word which can doubtlessbe linked to the Finnish lappi, meaning
sessions. The missionaries collected some drums and had the “northern wastes”. A papal missive to the Archbishop of Uppsala,
of the
significance of the painted shapes on the skins (Fig.
10) ex- dated 9 January 1230, contains the information that the enemies
Church, the pagans,livedinLappia.Thenameoftheactualinplained to them. These shamans ( n o d e ) had differing status habitants is not mentioned.
in Saami society according to their power or specialty. With ‘Particularlythe “Borgartingalov” rulingtheregion
of Vik,the
the passage of time there was a degeneration in the shaman
“Eidrivatingslov” for thecentralregionbetweenVarmlandand
sBances and in the use of the drums, which changed from the Hedemark, and the “Dovre”, drawn up between 1067 and 1120. The
instrument that aided the shaman’s journey
to, and in, another “Frostatingslov” for Tdndelag and Hilogaland dates from 1260.
T h e term probably follows from Sax0 Grammaticus, whose name
world, to simply another divining instrument.
“Lappia” for thecountrycame to beapplied totheinhabitants.
KnowledgeabouttheSaamiworldwas.considerablyenClaudius Clavus termed them “Wildlappmanni”, and Martin
Ekhaim
riched from the ninth to the eighteenth centuries, and in the
called them “wild lapen”. The term canalso be found in theFundinn
process this world was changed
by those who exploredit. The Noregr, written at the same period.
discoveries, as has been shown, were often fuelled by econ- 6A facsimile can be found in Nordenskiold (1883-84:55) and also in
omic, territorial, or state interests, or by the missionaries.The Storm (1891).
task remains of sorting out the real from the imaginary facts
7Repraduced in Nordenskiold, Voyageautourde
1 ’Asieetde
1 ’Europe. I.
about this epoch and region, using the inevitably biased acwas
theauthor
of Breuisetsummariadescriptio
counts of history. While a complete sociological analysis is OWalkendorf
out
Nidorensis
diocesis
et
specialiter
cuisdamipsius partis queFindof the question,we can reasonably conclude that the Saami, a
mrkia dicitur, extenta aquilamaris Christianitatis plaga, published
small, pacific people, well adapted to their natural environwith a Norwegian translationby Karlsson and Storm (1902-12).
ment, were ground under the heel of their more populous andThese noteswerepublishedunderthetitle“SitusScandia”
as a
adventurous neighbours whenever the contact between them
foreword to the work he wrote later, Historia de omnibus Gothonun
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Sueonumque regibus (Rome, 1554); a Swedish translation, Sweu och
Gc7th Kronika, was published in Stockholm in 1620.
I0A facsimile can be found in Brenner (1886).
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